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The variation of Strouhal number with Reynolds number is quantified experimentally
for a series of elliptical cylinders spanning aspect ratios between Ar = 1, corresponding to a circular cylinder, and Ar = 0, corresponding to a flat plate, over the Reynolds
number range 100  Re  300. The widths of the spectral peaks in Fourier space
at each Reynolds number, together with changes in the shape or continuity of the
Strouhal number curves, provide information of underlying three-dimensional transitions. Whilst modified versions of the mode A and B transitions of a circular
cylinder wake occur at aspect ratios above Ar ≈ 0.4, one major difference is observed for Ar  0.4. In a limited range of Reynolds numbers, the wake appears to
re-laminarize after it has already undergone three-dimensional transition. This flow
C 2013 AIP Publishing
regime is characterized by a strictly periodic vortex shedding. 
LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4827521]

In the research of bluff body aerodynamics, several cross-sectional shapes have been used
preferentially to study the flow about nominally two-dimensional bodies. Among these are the
circular cylinder, the square or rectangular cylinders, the normal flat plate, and the 90◦ wedge.1
Most studies treat these shapes separately, examining their unique flow properties. When comparing
existing literature from a broad perspective, it is often difficult to identify flow phenomena shared
by different body shapes, or in the case of absence of such similarities, to identify the body features
causing the differences.
Adopting this broad view, we investigate the wake characteristics shared by a circular cylinder
and a flat plate aligned normal to the flow. The link between these two models is formed by cylinders
of elliptical cross sections of varying aspect ratios Ar. We define Ar as the ratio of the minor to major
ellipse axes; with Ar = 1.00 corresponding to the circular cylinder and Ar = 0 being the flat plate
(compare Figure 1(b)).
This article discusses changes to the Strouhal–Reynolds number relationship (St–Re curves) as
a function of the aspect ratio Ar in the range 100 < Re < 300. The non-dimensional parameters
are defined as St = f d/U (f : shedding frequency; d: main cylinder diameter; and U: freestream
velocity), and Re = dU/ν (d, U as before; ν: kinematic viscosity of the fluid).
For the circular cylinder, the Strouhal numbers lie on a curve that has been established by many
experimental (e.g., Williamson2 and references therein) and numerical (e.g., Henderson3 ) studies.
For this model, the St–Re curve reflects the major flow regimes and transitions of the wake, in the
form of possibly hysteretic discontinuities and slope changes.4 We attempt to use this “imprint” of
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup from a side perspective. (b) Cross-sections of the cylinder models and their
orientation to the incoming flow.

a cylinder’s wake transition behaviour as a guide in the search for wake transitions of other, less
studied, cylinder types.
This approach is very promising when studying the largely unexplored elliptical cross-section
cylinders. In most previous investigations, this model type has been studied either at very high
Reynolds numbers5–7 or under Stokes flow conditions.8 In the majority of cases, the main axis of the
ellipse is aligned in the streamwise direction, or at an angle of attack =90◦ . The critical Reynolds
numbers Rec0 for the onset of vortex shedding are known to decrease for smaller aspect ratios.9
Several Strouhal numbers have been reported for an Ar = 0.25 cylinder using two-dimensional
numerical simulations.10 Apart from this knowledge, no further literature could be found on the
shape of the St–Re curves or the existence of three-dimensional modes for the proposed Reynolds
number range and cylinder orientation.
The present study seeks to obtain these curves, identify associated flow transitions and their
potential causes, and to compare the transition scenarios of the elliptical cylinders to the two limiting
cases of a flat plate and circular cylinder.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1(a). The cylinders were mounted vertically in an
open surface water channel, having a freestream turbulence of 0.5%–1%. The usable model length
(100d) was defined by circular end plates of 10d diameter, oriented parallel to the flow. To induce
parallel shedding, suction tubes4, 11 were installed downstream of and close to the end plates. The
flow rate of each tube was monitored by a flow meter and adjusted until parallel shedding was
confirmed by flow visualizations.
Figure 1(b) shows the model cross-sections (d = 6 mm). The elliptical cylinders were printed
in a rapid prototyping process from Accura Xtreme plastic with an engineering finish (bead-blast);
a carbon fibre tube was used as the circular cylinder; and the flat plate model was a thin brass strip
with sharp untapered edges (7% plate thickness). The main axis of the elliptical cross section was
aligned perpendicular to the flow using an optical setup consisting of small mirrors glued to the
cylinder ends and a laser beam (the flat plate was aligned in the same way). This technique allowed an
uncertainty of alignment of ±0.4◦ . To prevent vortex induced vibrations, the models were tensioned
by a spring-loaded linear slide at the upper fix point.
A hot-film probe, placed at (x, y) ≈ (10d, −1.5d), was used to record the velocity fluctuations.
The analogue signal was low-pass filtered at 10 Hz and sampled at 20 Hz. For each Reynolds number,
a velocity time series of 20 min was recorded (equivalent to 440–1600 main shedding cycles). The
Reynolds numbers were increased stepwise from 100 to 300; then the series was reversed, to capture
any hysteretic effects in the flow. The water temperature was measured throughout the experiments,
to correct for changes in viscosity. The freestream velocity was recorded simultaneously by a laser
Doppler velocimeter (LDV) upstream of the model. The uncertainty of the Reynolds and Strouhal
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numbers was ±3% at a confidence level of 95% (for Re = 200). This value was dominated by the
random error of the velocity measurement, due to the relatively high noise level of the LDV at such
low velocities. Two error bar examples are shown in Figure 2(a) at Re = 100 and 300.
To obtain the shedding frequency, a windowed fast Fourier transform (FFT) was performed on
the velocity time series, with a window width of 512 points (25.3 s), and 50% overlap. The spectra
of all windows were averaged and the highest peak identified as the Bénard-von Kármán shedding
frequency. The width of the frequency peak in the power spectrum contains useful information
on the transition process.2 This spectral bandwidth f ∗ is defined as the difference between the
frequencies where the spectral level is 3 dB below the peak in the spectrum.12 As the results depend
on the used window width, only relative values will be given. All values of f ∗ are normalized
with the averaged spectral bandwidth of the circular cylinder in the laminar regime (Re < 177 in
our experiments).
The hydrogen bubble technique was used for flow visualizations. A 50 μm platinum wire,
500 mm long, was soldered between the prongs of an F-shaped stainless steel frame and aligned
parallel to the cylinder. The wire could be moved in the x–y plane by a two-axes traverse. A
continuous laser sheet, aligned parallel to the x–z plane, was used to illuminate the flow structures.
Pictures were taken from a side perspective with a digital camera, from which the modes’ spanwise
wavelengths were estimated.
To make all three-dimensional transitions associated with the different cylinder types more
comparable, the following terminology will be used for the three-dimensional modes: (1) “Mode
L” refers to a long-wavelength instability appearing at lower Reynolds numbers. This is equivalent
to mode A for the circular cylinder. (2) “Mode S” refers to a short-wavelength instability (similarly
equivalent to mode B) at higher Re. Their critical Reynolds numbers are Rec1 and Rec2 ; λL , λS are
the wavelengths of each mode. Note that for larger aspect ratios the identified modes are effectively
equivalent to variants of modes A and B; however, for lower aspect ratios, and especially the flat plate,
they do not necessarily correspond to the circular cylinder modes. This aspect will be investigated
in detail in future studies.
The validation of our setup is presented in Figure 2(a), which shows the St–Re curve for
the circular cylinder. The initial section of the curve is known to begin outside of the measured
Reynolds number range at Rec0 ≈ 47, when the steady wake starts shedding spanwise vortices of
alternate sign.4, 14, 15 The Strouhal numbers increase monotonously until a hysteretic discontinuity
at Rec1 = 160–190 (depending on the experimental conditions4 ). The discontinuity is reproduced
accurately in our experiment at Re = 177 with a pronounced hysteresis. This sudden drop is caused
by the appearance of the first three-dimensional mode (mode A) with a spanwise wavelength λL =
3–4,16, 17 combined with large-scale vortex dislocations, which evolve spontaneously and intermittently along the span. These dislocations lead to low-frequency irregularities of the measured velocity
signal and to a broadening of the spectral bandwidth, which is the reason for the first sharp peak
in the f ∗ curve at Re ≈ 180. For Reynolds numbers above 220, perturbation energy is gradually
transferred to the second three-dimensional mode (mode B) with λS ≈ 1,16–19 which dominates the
wake completely at Re = 260.4 During this gradual transition, the St–Re curve experiences a steep
increase, followed by a plateau; the f ∗ curve exhibits a broader peak centred at Re = 230. The
St–Re curve plateaus in our experiments at Re > 250, with a dimensionless shedding frequency of
St300 ≈ 0.20 measured at Re = 300.
Figure 2(b) shows the St–Re curve and the spectral bandwidths of the Ar = 0.72 cylinder.
The steep drop in Strouhal number is the most prominent feature of this curve. The following
changes compared to the circular cylinder are observed: (1) The discontinuity, which is again caused
by the appearance of a three-dimensional mode with λL = 3.7–4.0, is shifted to a lower critical
Reynolds number Rec1 = 135. (2) The steep increase of Strouhal numbers, associated with the
circular cylinder’s mode B, is not present. Yet, flow visualizations confirm the presence of a shortwavelength mode with λS ≈ 1.3 for Re > 160–190 (not shown). (3) The St–Re curve plateaus at
a lower value of St300 ≈ 0.19. Overall, the curve for the Ar = 0.72 cylinder appears to be just a
modified version of the circular cylinder’s curve. The same observation holds for the Ar = 0.64
cylinder (Figure 2(c)). Only for smaller aspect ratios below Ar = 0.39 are major changes observed,
which are indicative of new physical processes.
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FIG. 2. St–Re curves and spectral bandwidths of all cylinder models (filled and empty triangles). The Reynolds number has
been increased (triangles up), and then decreased (triangles down) to capture hysteresis effects. The curve of the circular
cylinder (Ar = 1.00) is reproduced in each plot for easier comparison (gray circular symbols). Literature data2, 10, 13 are
shown for comparison as line symbols (cross, star, plus); data by Williamson2 are rescaled and normalized.
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FIG. 3. Flow visualizations of the Ar = 0.26 cylinder wake. (a) Re = 100: mode L with λL ≈ 6d; (b) Re = 200: mode S
with λS ≈ 1.4d; and (c) Re = 160: re-laminarized wake. The insets in the top right corners show typical hot-film signals
(measured at x/d ≈ 10). The ticks along the picture frame are 1d apart. The cylinder and hydrogen bubble wire are marked
by “c” and “w,” respectively. The flow is from bottom to top.

These changes will be highlighted with results for the Ar = 0.26 cylinder, with its St–Re
curve shown in Figure 2(e). This curve differs fundamentally from that for the circular cylinder.
First, it must be emphasized that the Strouhal number drop at Re ≈ 120 is not the discontinuity
marking the transition to three-dimensional flow. This transition takes place outside of the measured
range at Re < 100, with the flow already being fully three-dimensional with a mode L structure
at the lowest Reynolds numbers investigated. Accordingly, the spectral bandwidths are large in the
range 100 < Re < 150, and the hot-film signals show low-frequency irregularities, reminiscent of
mode A and vortex dislocations known to occur from the circular cylinder.
In addition to the strongly decreased critical Reynolds number Rec1 , two more unique properties
are noticed: (1) A steep increase of the Strouhal numbers at Re ≈ 225, accompanied by a peak in the
spectral bandwidth. (2) A gradual decrease of Strouhal numbers over the range 120 < Re < 180,
paired with the lowest spectral bandwidths measured for this cylinder type between 150 < Re < 190.
The steep increase of the Strouhal numbers at Re ≈ 225 can be reliably attributed to the
appearance of the three-dimensional mode S. At this Reynolds number, this short-wavelength mode
is fully developed with a wavelength of λS = 1.4d. This mode appears intermittently already at
Re = 200 (Figure 3(b)), which explains the increased spectral bandwidths.
For Re < 150, flow visualizations show the long-wavelength mode L, having a wavelength
λL ≈ 5d (Figure 3(a)). This mode strongly deforms the Bénard-von Kármán vortices from their
inception. The presence of a three-dimensional mode is the most likely reason for the differences
between Strouhal numbers obtained by Johnson10 in two-dimensional computations and the present
study (compare Figure 2(e), particularly Re < 120). Surprisingly, this discrepancy decreases as the
Reynolds number approaches 150. The decrease of St is caused by a change of the flow behaviour
in the experiment: the near wake becomes two-dimensional again in the range 150 < Re < 190,
void of three-dimensional modes or vortex dislocations! Figure 3(c) shows that during this regime,
the Bénard-von Kármán vortex cores are shed initially parallel to the cylinder axis, with only a
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TABLE I. Overview of all investigated models. Missing data were linearly interpolated from results by Jackson.9 (H) denotes
hysteretic transitions.
Ar

Rec0

Rec1

Rec2

λL

λS

St300

Re-laminarization

1.00
0.72
0.64
0.39
0.26
0

45.49
40.19
38.29
34.29
32.09
27.89

177 (H)
135 (H)
110
<100
<100
N/A

220–260
160–190
140–160
220
220–230
180–200

3.9623
3.7–4.0
4–6
4–6
5–6
N/A

0.82223
1.3
1.2–1.4
1.1–1.2
1.4
1.4

0.20
0.191
0.184
0.172
0.165
0.155

No
No
No
Weak
Yes
Yes

minor spanwise modulation. This modulation is amplified strongly as the vortex cores are advected
downstream, which is indicative of a high strain region for distances 10  x/d.
This new flow regime will be referred to as “re-laminarized,” because it is characterized by
a strictly periodic hot-film signal and narrow spectral bandwidths, which is similar to the laminar
shedding regime of the circular cylinder at Re  190 (no reference is made by this term to the
distinction between laminar and turbulent flows!). A comparison of hot-film traces in Figure 3
exemplifies this trend. The velocity signal in (a), prior to re-laminarization, shows gradual amplitude
modulations, which are characteristic of vortex dislocations. Once mode S appears, the velocity
signal in (b) exhibits high frequency bursts. During the new regime, the velocity trace is strictly
periodic with a constant amplitude, as seen in (c).
Currently, it is not clear what mechanism is responsible for the re-laminarized regime, but it is
suspected that a fundamental change of the underlying base flow takes place, stabilising the wake
with respect to three-dimensional disturbances. Apart from the Ar = 0.26 cylinder, this newly found
regime was observed in a weaker form in the Ar = 0.39 wake for 200 < Re < 250, although its
St–Re curve does not show such a pronounced decrease of Strouhal number (Figure 2(d)).
The St–Re curve of the flat plate resembles the Ar = 0.26 curve, with the transitions shifted to
lower Reynolds and Strouhal numbers (Figure 2(f)), tempting the interpretation of its features in the
same way. The steep increase of St values between Re = 170 and 200 is indeed accompanied by the
appearance of a short-wavelength mode S, which is fully developed at Re > 200 with a wavelength
λS ≈ 1.4. This is in accordance with reports of a short-wavelength mode for Re > 200.20, 21 The steep
decrease of Strouhal numbers at Re < 160 resembles the curve behaviour of the new re-laminarized
regime. Yet, flow-visualizations did not show conclusively the absence of a long-wavelength mode.
Further studies of the flat plate in this Reynolds number range are needed, in particular those
regarding evidence of long-wavelength instabilities in simulations.22
The main experimental observations are summarized in Table I.
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